
Paris UC Splits with Pessac Despite a Short Roster

Paris UC baseball traveled to Pessac last Sunday with many important players unavailable for the 
games because of injury or other commitments.  However, after an afternoon of scratching and 
clawing, Paris UC managed to split with Pessac despite their absences.

In the first game, Pessac started the usually-dominant P. BRIONES (6.0 innings, 10 hits, 6 earned runs, 
0 walks and 8 strikeouts) against D. RODRIGUEZ (3.0 innings, 6 hits, 5 earned runs, 2 walks and 2 
strikeouts), who has stepped in during recent games to give the Paris UC pitching staff more depth. 
Paris did what few teams have been able to do against BRIONES – they exploded scoring 9 runs 
against the lefty capped by a 6-run 6th inning.  The offense of Paris UC was matched by Pessac for most 
of the game, and the score remained tied at 9-9 after six innings of play.  Nevertheless, Paris UC proved 
to have the stronger will in the game, scoring in each of the last 3 frames and relying on a fantastic 
relief effort from N. DUBAUT (3.1 innings, 3 hits, 1 earned run, 0 walks and 2 strikeouts) to beat the 
Panthers 12-10.  Offensively, Paris UC had 5 players with multiple hits, led by O. SAAVEDRA and D. 
RODRIGUEZ who recorded 3 hits each.  For Pessac, A. DEFONTAINE and G. BOUCHARD 
collected 3 hits a piece.

In the second game, pitching was more of a force as Pessac proved to have more depth and consistency, 
coming away with an 11-1 victory.  Pessac starting pitcher M. TYLER (8.0 innings, 8 hits, 1 earned 
run, 5 walks and 4 strikeouts) quieted the Paris UC bats after a hot first game.  On the other side, poor 
defense proved to be the determining factor as Paris UC starting pitcher M. MONBEIG (4.2 innings, 3 
hits, 0 earned runs, 4 walks and 1 strikeout) surrendered 8 runs with not one of them being earned. 
Additionally, a couple of botched plays that don't show up on the score sheet killed Paris UC's chances 
of winning the game, and give credit to Pessac for capitalizing on their opportunities.  A pitcher's battle 
in the beginning turned out to be a slugfest in the end, with Pessac pounding out all 11 of their runs in 
the final four innings.  The Panthers' offense was led by Y. VILLANUEVA who went a perfect 3-3 
with 3 RBI, while L. MANGLE added 2 hits and 2 RBI of his own.  Paris UC newcomber S. 
O'HARA kept his hot bat going as he added another multi-hit performance going 3-4 with the only run 
scored in the game.

When asked about the game, here is what Paris UC Head Coach J. STOECKEL had to say about his 
team's performance: “Honestly, I was very happy with the outcome of the first game.  Douglas went out 
there and gave us a few solid innings, and then when one of our relievers got in trouble, Nicolas shut 
the door on Pessac.  In the first game, we simply responded every time Pessac pushed us into a corner, 
and as a coach, that's a great sign.  In the second game, we played horrendous defense.  I think 
sometimes we try and do too much instead of just letting the game determine what we do.  If you make 
all the right plays in baseball, and just some of the great plays, you usually win.  We needed to make 
more of the routine plays, and we failed to do that in game two.  Overall, we swung the bat well and 
I'm impressed with our progress this year.”


